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Abstract
We explore the phenomenology of a stabilized modulus field in the Randall-
Sundrum scenario. It is found that if the large separation between branes
arises from a small bulk scalar mass then the modulus (i.e. radion) is likely
to be lighter than the lowest Kaluza-Klein excitations of bulk fields, and
consequently may be the first direct signature of the model. Four-dimensional
general covariance completely determines the couplings of the modulus to
Standard Model fields. The strength of these couplings is determined by a
single parameter which is set by the TeV rather than the Planck scale.
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Although the Standard Model of strong and electroweak interactions successfully ac-
counts for most experimental observations to date, it has several unattractive features that
suggest the presence of new physics at high energies. One of these features is the gauge
hierarchy problem, which refers to the vast disparity between the weak scale and the Planck
scale. In the minimal Standard Model, this hierarchy is unnatural since it requires a fine
tuning order by order in perturbation theory. Several extensions have been proposed to
avoid this fine tuning, such as low energy supersymmetry [1] and technicolor [2].
More recently it has been proposed that the introduction of compactified extra spatial
dimensions may also provide a solution to the hierarchy problem [3]. In their simplest form,
these scenarios assume that spacetime is the product of a four-dimensional Minkowski space
and a compact n-manifold. While gravity can propagate freely through the extra dimensions,
Standard model fields are confined to the four-dimensional spacetime. Observers in this
three-dimensional wall, or “3-brane,” measure an effective Planck scale M2P l = M
n+2Vn,
where M is the fundamental Planck scale and Vn is the volume of the extra dimensions.
If Vn is large enough, M can be of order the weak scale. The hierarchy problem is then
reformulated as the dynamical question of finding a mechanism that stabilizes the size of
the extra dimensions.
Randall and Sundrum considered a different scenario that does not require large extra
dimensions [4]. Their model consists of a single S1/Z2 orbifold extra dimension with 3-
branes residing at the boundaries of the spacetime. The brane tensions together with a bulk
cosmological constant give rise to a non-factorizable geometry with metric
ds2 = e−2krc|φ|ηµνdx
µdxν − r2cdφ2, (1)
where k is a parameter of order M, rc parametrizes the radius of the fifth dimension, and
xµ are Lorentz coordinates on the four-dimensional surfaces of constant φ ∈ [−π, π]. The
points (x, φ) and (x,−φ) are identified, and the two 3-branes are located at the orbifold
fixed points, φ = 0 and φ = π. It can be shown that the effective four-dimensional Planck
scale is given by
M2P l =
M3
k
[1− e−2krcπ], (2)
so that even for large krc,MP l is orderM. Because of the exponential factor in the spacetime
metric, a field confined to the brane at φ = π with mass parameter m0 has a physical mass
m0e
−krcπ. If krc is around 12, the weak scale is dynamically generated on this “visible” brane
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from the scale M, which is of order the Planck mass. The basic setup of [4] is analogous to
the Horava-Witten scenario [5,6] which arises in M-theory. Supergravity and string theory
realizations of the Randall-Sundrum model were suggested in [7,8]. Variants of the basic
scenario of [4] can be found in [9]. An alternative which does not require the presence of a
negative tension brane appears in [10].
The scenario of [4] has several distinctive phenomenological consequences. For example,
Kaluza-Klein gravitational modes have masses given by the TeV scale and couplings to
visible brane matter that are suppressed by a TeV [4,11]. The implications of this for collider
experiments have been studied in [12]. A similar pattern occurs for the Kaluza-Klein modes
of other bulk fields, such as scalars [13] and bulk gauge fields [14]: even if a bulk field has a
mass which is of order the Planck scale, its low-lying Kaluza-Klein excitations have masses
set by the TeV scale.
The model presented in [4] contains a four-dimensional massless scalar, known as the
modulus or radion, which determines the parameter rc in Eq. (1). This field appears as
one of the φ-independent fluctuations about the background geometry. Including these
fluctuations, Eq. (1) becomes
ds2 = e−2k|φ|T (x)gµν(x)dx
µdxν − T 2(x)dφ2, (3)
where gµν is the four-dimensional graviton and T (x) is the modulus field. The orbifold
symmetry excludes the propagation of a four-dimensional massless vector fluctuation. A
Kaluza-Klein reduction of the five-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action for this metric leads
to the following effective action for the massless modes T (x) and gµν(x) :
S = 2M3
∫
d4xdφ
√−ge−2k|φ|T [6k|φ|∂µT∂µT − 6k2|φ|2T∂µT∂µT + TR], (4)
where R is the Ricci scalar constructed from the metric gµν . After the φ integration there
is a cancellation between the first two terms in Eq. (4) and only the part that depends on
the exponential of T remains:
S =
2M3
k
∫
d4x
√−g
(
1− e−2kπT
)
R +
12M3
k
∫
d4x
√−g∂µ
(
e−kπT
)
∂µ
(
e−kπT
)
. (5)
As we will see, this result implies that contrary to the claim of Ref. [4], if krc ∼ 12, the
modulus is coupled to visible brane matter with TeV rather than gravitational strength.
Defining ϕ = f exp(−kπT ) with f =
√
24M3/k, we arrive at
S =
2M3
k
∫
d4x
√−g
(
1− (ϕ/f)2
)
R +
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g∂µϕ∂µϕ, (6)
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so the original Randall-Sundrum scenario contains a massless scalar whose couplings to
matter are set by the TeV scale. This is clearly at odds with observation. Furthermore,
Eq. (6) contains no dynamics that could stabilize ϕ and give T its desired VEV. The proposal
of [4] cannot be considered a complete resolution of the hierarchy puzzle until some additional
dynamics to stabilize the modulus is specified. It was shown in [15] that the presence of
a bulk scalar propagating on the background solution of Eq. (1) can generate a potential
V (ϕ) that stabilizes the modulus (this scenario was generalized in [16] to include the effects
of the scalar on the background geometry). The minimum of V (ϕ) can be arranged to yield
the desired value of krc without extreme fine tuning of parameters.
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In this paper, we point out some important phenomenological features of a modulus that
is stabilized by a bulk scalar such as that of [15]. If the large value krc ∼ 12 needed to
solve the hierarchy puzzle arises from a small bulk scalar mass then the modulus potential
that results is nearly flat (near its minimum) for values of the modulus VEV that solve
the hierarchy problem in the manner of [4]. As a consequence the modulus is likely to be
lighter than the Kaluza-Klein modes of any bulk field, and may be the first experimental
signal for a scenario such as the Randall-Sundrum model. In addition, its couplings to
fields confined to the visible brane are suppressed by the TeV scale and are completely fixed
by four-dimensional general covariance on the brane. This leads to a well-defined set of
predictions that can be compared with experiment.
First we review the modulus stabilization mechanism proposed in [15]. To generate a
potential for ϕ we include a scalar field with bulk action
Sb =
1
2
∫
d4x
∫ π
−π
dφ
√
G
(
GAB∂AΦ∂BΦ−m2Φ2
)
, (7)
where GAB with A,B = µ, φ is given by Eq. (3). We also include interaction terms on the
hidden and visible branes (at φ = 0 and φ = π respectively) given by
Sh = −
∫
d4x
√−ghλh
(
Φ2 − v2h
)2
, (8)
1However, to ensure a flat geometry on the branes, it is still necessary to set the four-dimensional
cosmological constant to zero. Relaxing this constraint leads to bent brane solutions of the five-
dimensional Einstein equations, see [17] (see also [18] for similar domain wall solutions in four-
dimensional spacetimes).
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and
Sv = −
∫
d4x
√−gvλv
(
Φ2 − v2v
)2
, (9)
where gh and gv are the determinants of the induced metric on the hidden and visible branes
respectively. Note that Φ and vv,h have mass dimension 3/2, while λv,h have mass dimension
−2. As in [15], we ignore the backreaction of Φ and Sv,h on the spacetime geometry. See [16]
for a treatment that includes these effects.
The terms on the branes cause Φ to develop a φ-dependent vacuum expectation value
Φ(φ) which is determined classically by solving the equations of motion. Inserting this
solution into the bulk scalar action and integrating over φ yields an effective potential for ϕ
which has the form
V (ϕ) =
k3
144M6
ϕ4 (vv − vh(ϕ/f)ǫ)2 , (10)
where by assumption ǫ ≡ m2/4k2 ≪ 1 and for simplicity terms of order ǫ have been ne-
glected. This potential has a minimum at
〈ϕ〉
f
=
(
vv
vh
)1/ǫ
, (11)
or
krc = k〈T 〉 = 1
πǫ
ln (vh/vv) . (12)
In deriving Eq. (10), we have taken the limit in which λv,h are large. This is done purely for
convenience and the finite λ case does not alter our conclusions significantly. In particular,
the leading 1/λ corrections to Eq. (10) do not change the location of the minimum. Note
also that if ln(vh/vv) is of order unity, we only need m
2/k2 of order 1/10 to get krc ∼ 12.
Clearly, no extreme fine tuning of parameters is required to get the right magnitude for krc.
For instance, taking vh/vv = 1.5 and the small bulk scalar mass m/k = 0.2 yields krc ≃ 12.
From Eq. (10), we can find the mass of ϕ excitations about the minimum2:
2Terms of order ǫ in the potential for ϕ (which for simplicity have been neglected) give a con-
tribution to m2ϕ of order ǫ rather than order ǫ
2 when treated as a perturbation. Obviously they
cannot really be neglected. A correct treatment of these terms gives that m2ϕ is suppressed from
the TeV scale by ǫ3/2 rather than ǫ2.
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m2ϕ =
∂2V
∂ϕ2
(〈ϕ〉) = k
2v2v
3M3
ǫ2e−2krcπ. (13)
Note that the exponential factor rescales mϕ from a quantity of order the Planck scale down
to the TeV scale. Low-lying Kaluza-Klein excitations of bulk fields in the Randall-Sundrum
model have masses which are typically slightly larger than the TeV scale [13,14]. (This also
includes the lowest excitation of the scalar Φ. Although it has a bulk mass which is smaller
than the Planck mass, its lowest Kaluza-Klein mode still has a mass which is on the order
of a few TeV [13].) However if the large value of krc (i.e, krc ∼ 12) arises from a small bulk
scalar mass then in addition to the factor exp(−2krc) in Eq. (13) there is suppression by the
small quantity ǫ. Consequently, mϕ is somewhat smaller than the TeV scale, and therefore
lighter than the Kaluza-Klein excitations of bulk fields3. Detection of the radion ϕ might
be the first clear signal of the scenario of [4].
Because the radion arises as a gravitational degree of freedom, its couplings to brane
matter are constrained by four-dimensional general covariance. These couplings arise from
the induced metric on the brane. On the φ = 0 brane, the induced metric obtained from
Eq. (3) is simply gµν : the modulus does not couple directly to hidden brane matter. The
induced metric on the visible brane is given by (ϕ/f)2gµν and consequently, ϕ interacts
directly with Standard Model fields. For example, consider a scalar h(x) confined to the
visible brane:
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g(ϕ/f)4[(ϕ/f)−2gµν∂µh∂νh− µ20h2]. (14)
Rescaling h→ (f/〈ϕ〉)h to obtain a canonically normalized field, this becomes
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g[(ϕ/〈ϕ〉)2gµν∂µh∂νh− µ2(ϕ/〈ϕ〉)4h2], (15)
where
µ = µ0
〈ϕ〉
f
= µ0e
−krcπ. (16)
For µ0 of order the Planck scale and krc ∼ 12, the physical mass µ is of order the weak scale.
This result can be generalized to any operator appearing in the visible brane Lagrangian: a
3In this case, the backreaction of the scalar field on the five-dimensional metric is small (i.e.
suppressed by powers of m/k) and the mixing of the modulus with Kaluza-Klein excitations of the
graviton and Φ are expected to be small.
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parameter with mass dimension d is rescaled by d powers of exp (−krcπ). Also, any operator
with n powers of the inverse metric is multiplied by 4− 2n powers of ϕ/〈ϕ〉 (for fermions, a
power of the inverse vierbein counts as n = 1/2). Note that the couplings of the modulus ϕ to
visible brane fields are characterized by the scale 〈ϕ〉, which is in the TeV range. Expanding
ϕ about its VEV, ϕ = 〈ϕ〉 + δϕ, we see that δϕ couples to ordinary matter through the
trace of the Standard Model energy-momentum tensor Tµν ,
Lint = δϕ〈ϕ〉T
µ
µ. (17)
Neglecting the quark masses, the energy momentum tensor for QCD is traceless at tree level.
This suppresses some production mechanisms for the radion at high energy hadron colliders.
The couplings of the radion to Standard Model fields are like those of the Higgs particle.
In the Standard Model, the latter has a coupling to the Z boson given by
Lint = e
sin 2θW
mZhZ
µZµ, (18)
where h is the canonically normalized neutral Higgs scalar. On the other hand the analogous
radion coupling is given by
Lint = δϕ〈ϕ〉m
2
ZZ
µZµ. (19)
Consequently, radion production by a virtual Z is suppressed relative to the analogous Higgs
production process by (mZ sin 2θW/e〈ϕ〉)2.
If the almost complete cancellation of the φ integral of the first two terms in the square
brackets of Eq. (4) did not occur, the canonically normalized modulus field would have
couplings suppressed by the Planck scale instead of the weak scale, as well as a much lighter
mass, of order (TeV)2/MP l. In this case, the phenomenology of the field ϕ would be similar
to that of the radion that arises in scenarios with large extra dimensions [19]. It would be
interesting to use the methods of [16] to examine precisely how deviations from the pure
anti-deSitter metric of Eq. (1), which arise due to the classical Φ configuration, influence
the kinetic term for T.
We have explored some of the physical properties of the radion field which arises in
the Randall-Sundrum scenario. An important feature is that it couples to visible brane
matter with TeV rather than Planck scale strength. In the absence of a mechanism that
generates a modulus mass, this is unacceptable: modulus exchange gives rise to a long
range universal attractive force which is 32 orders of magnitude stronger than gravity. On
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the other hand, this is not a problem if the radion is stabilized by a mechanism such as
that of [15]. In addition, if the large value of krc ∼ 12 arises from a small bulk scalar
mass, then the stabilized modulus has a very distinctive phenomenology. It has a mass
which is lighter than Kaluza-Klein modes of bulk fields, making it the first direct signal
of the extra dimension. Also, the couplings of the modulus to the Standard Model fields
are fixed by general covariance and depend on the single parameter 〈ϕ〉. We expect similar
phenomenology to arise in other scenarios, such as those of [9,10]. Given this definite pattern
of ϕ couplings, it would be worthwhile to consider constraints from high energy accelerator
experiments. It may also be interesting to explore the role of this field in a cosmological
setting.
Finally, we note that in [16] other regions of parameter space which generate a large value
of krc were explored. For example, krc ∼ 12 can be obtained if the bulk scalar has negative
mass squared and its VEV on the visible brane is large compared with that on the hidden
brane. It is possible that even in these cases, ϕ will be light for large krc since a natural way
to get a large VEV for T (i.e., a large value of krc) is to have its potential be broad. In these
regions of parameter space, the backreaction of the vacuum Φ configuration on the five-
dimensional metric is not small. When the backreaction is included, the induced metric will
have a more complicated dependence on ϕ than (ϕ/f)2gµν . There might also be significant
mixing with the Kaluza-Klein modes of the metric and of Φ, in which case the coupling
of the physical mass eigenstates to matter will be more complicated than the situation we
have considered. These points need to be examined before one can have confidence that ϕ
is generically lighter than the TeV scale. Also, there is the issue of whether the lightness
of ϕ will survive quantum corrections. However, it seems unlikely that this question can be
definitively addressed with field theory methods alone.
This work was supported in part by the Department of Energy under grant number
DE-FG03-92-ER 40701.
Note added While this work was in preparation, [20] appeared which contains some
results that are similar to those presented here.
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